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Abstract

Decision tree induction is one of the most popular data mining techniques with applications in various fields. Present algorithms for construction decision trees can not deal with missing value in information systems properly. A new concept, rough gain ratio, is first introduced by the aid of tolerance relations in the extended rough sets theory. Then, an approach for inducing decision trees under the rough gain ratio is presented. Examples show that the decision trees generated by the proposed method tend to have simpler structure and more understandable rules than C4.5.
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1. Introduction

Data mining is the non-trivial process of identifying valid novel potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns in data. It is currently a fast growing field both from an application and from a research point of view. The reason is that companies see a high chance for deriving valuable information from huge amount of available data that can then be used for improving their business. Decision trees are considered to be one of the most popular data-mining techniques for knowledge discovery. It systematically analyzes the information contained in a large amount of data source to extract valuable rules and relationships and usually is used for the purpose of classifying or prediction. Compared to other data-mining techniques, it is widely applied in various areas since it is robust to data scales or distributions \cite{1}-\cite{3}.

A decision tree is a tree structure representation of the given decision problem such that each non-leaf node is associated with one of the decision variables, each branch from a non-leaf node is associated with a subset of the values of the corresponding decision variable, and each leaf node is associated with a value of the target (or dependent) variable \cite{4}. A decision tree is constructed from a training set, which consists of objects. Each object is completely described by a set of attributes and a class label. In addition, to construct a decision tree, it is necessary to find at each internal node a test for splitting the data into subsets, namely, we have to select appropriate attributes as the tree nodes. The concrete process for construction of decision tree by starting with an empty tree and the entire training set is as follows \cite{7}.

1. If all the training examples at the current node $t$ belong to category $c$, create a leaf node with the class $c$.
2. Otherwise, score each one of the set of possible splits $S$, using a goodness measure.
3. Choose the best split $s^*$ as the test at the current node.
4. Create as many child nodes as there are distinct outcomes of $s^*$. Label edges between the parent and child nodes with outcomes of $s^*$, and partition the training data using $s^*$ into the child nodes.
5. A child node $t$ is said to be pure if all the training samples at $t$ belong to the same class. Repeat the previous steps on all impure child nodes.

Here goodness measures are also known as feature evaluation criteria, feature selection criteria, impurity measures or splitting rules. Presently many goodness measures are available for attribute selection, such as the entropy based measures \cite{2}-\cite{3}, gini index measures \cite{7} and Distance measures \cite{5}. Then various decision tree algorithms have been developed for classification. For example, ID3 algorithm for classification uses information gain, an entropy based measure, to select the best splitting attribute. The attribute with the highest information gain is selected as the splitting attribute. One of the main drawbacks of ID3 is that the measure Gain used tends to favor attributes with a large number of distinct values. This drawback was overcome to some extent in C4.5 by introducing a new entropy based measure called Gain Ratio \cite{2}.

In real world data sets, it is often the cases that some attribute values are missing from the data \cite{6, 8, 9}. Several researchers have addressed the problem of dealing with missing attribute values in the training as well as testing sets. Friedman suggested that all objects with missing attribute values can be ignored while forming the split at each node. If it is feared that too much discrimination information will be lost due to ignoring, missing values may be substituted by the mean...
value of the particular feature in the training subsample in question [6]. On the other hand, Quinlan argues that in case of missing values the splitting criteria should be reduced proportionally as nothing has been learned from these instances [2]. Once a split is formed, all objects with missing values can be passed down to all child nodes, both in the training and testing stages. The classification of an object with missing attribute values will be the largest represented class in the union of all the leaf nodes at which the object ends up. However, the existing approaches for handling missing values do not perform well in real situations.

Rough set theory is a mathematical approach to vagueness [10]. The main advantage of rough set theory in data analysis is that it does not need any preliminary or additional information about data like probability distributions in statistics, basic probability assignments in Dempster–Shafer theory, a grade of membership or the value of possibility in fuzzy set theory. The rough set philosophy is founded on the assumption that with every object of the universe of discourse we associate some information (data, knowledge). Objects characterized by the same information are indiscernible (similar) in view of the available information about them. The indiscernibility relation generated in this way is the mathematical basis of rough set theory [10]. However, the classical rough set approach is based on complete information systems while in many cases we have to deal with incomplete information systems (IIS) since practical data is always incomplete to some extent. Therefore, tolerance, similarity, limited tolerance, characteristic relations have been proposed respectively for extending rough set theory in IIS and they can cope with missing values effectively in many situations [11]-[12].

Various approaches for construction decision trees under rough sets theory have been proposed in the literatures. The core of condition attributes with respect to decision attributes in rough sets theory is used for selection of attributes in the process of construction multivariate decision trees in [13]. Another approach to selection of attributes for construction of decision tree is presented based on the idea that if the size of the implicit region corresponding to one condition attribute is the smallest, then this attribute will be chosen as the node for branching [14]. The weighted mean roughness, a new concept based on rough sets theory, is presented and regarded as the criteria for choosing attributes in decision trees construction [15]. The variable precision rough set model is also employed for inducing decision trees in [16]. This approach is aimed at handling uncertain information during the process of inducing decision trees and generalizes the rough set based approach to decision tree construction by allowing some extent misclassification when classifying objects. However, the existing approaches can not handling information systems with missing values. In this paper, a new concept, rough gain ratio, is first introduced by the aid of tolerance relations in the extended rough sets theory. Then, an approach for inducing decision trees in discrete variable domains under the rough gain ratio is presented.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we will introduce some basic concepts of ID3, C4.5 as well as rough sets and their extensions [2, 12].

ID3 algorithm uses information gain to decide the splitting attribute. Given a collection $S$ of $c$ outcomes, Entropy is defined as $\text{Entropy}(S) = \sum -p(I)\log_2 p(I)$, where $p(I)$ is the proportion of $S$ belonging to class $I$.

**Definition 1** [2] The information gain of example set $S$ on attribute $A$ is defined as $\text{Gain}(S, A) = \text{Entropy}(S) - \sum \frac{|S_v|}{|S|}\text{Entropy}(S_v)$, where, $S_v$ = subset of $S$ for which attribute $A$ has value $v$. The attribute value that maximizes the information gain is chosen as the splitting attribute.

C4.5 is an extension of ID3 algorithm. Information Gain used in ID3 algorithm always tends to select attributes that have a large number of values since the gain of such an attribute would be maximal. To overcome this drawback Quinlan suggested the use of Gain Ratio as a measure to select the splitting attribute instead of Information Gain.

**Definition 2** [2] The gain ratio of example set $S$ on attribute $A$ is defined as $\text{GainRatio}(S, A) = \frac{\text{Gain}(S, A)}{\text{SplitInfo}(S, A)}$, where

$$\text{SplitInfo}(S, A) = I\left(\frac{|S_1|}{|S|}, \frac{|S_2|}{|S|}, \ldots, \frac{|S_n|}{|S|}\right),$$

$S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n$ are the partitions induced by attribute $A$ in $S$.

**Definition 3** [10] An information system is defined as a pair $<U, C \cup D>$, where $U$ is a non-empty finite set of objects, $C \cup D$ is a non-empty finite set of attributes, $C$ denotes the set of condition attributes and $D$ denotes the set of decision attributes, $C \cap D = \emptyset$. Each attribute $a \in C$ is associated with a set $V_a$ of its value, called the domain of $a$.

**Definition 4** [12] An information system $<U, C \cup D>$ is called as an incomplete information system (IIS) if there exists an $a$ in $C$ and an $x$ in $U$ that satisfy the value $a(x)$ is unknown, denoted as $\ast$.

Table 1 is an IIS. Under this definition of IIS, the tolerance relation is proposed to deal with unknown data in [11].

**Definition 5** [11] Let $B \subseteq C$ be a subset of attributes. The similarity relation is defined as:
3.1. A measure for inducing decision trees under rough sets based tolerance relation

This section will first present two new concepts, rough information gain and rough gain ratio, as the measures for the latter construction of decision trees.

Let $C=\{c_1, \ldots, c_k\}$, $U / \text{SIM}(\{c_i\}) = \{U^i_1, \ldots, U^i_m\}$, $i=1, 2, \ldots, k$, $U / \text{SIM}(D) = \{U^D_1, \ldots, U^D_m\}$. Then

$$U^i_j / \text{SIM}(D) \cap \{U^i_{j,1}, U^i_{j,2}, \ldots, U^i_{j,n}\}, \quad i=1, 2, \ldots, k, \quad j=1, \ldots, m_c.$$  

Let $\text{RInfo}(U^i_j) = \sum_{j=1}^{m_c} \frac{|U^i_{j,1}|}{|U^i_j|} \times \log_2 \left( \frac{|U^i_{j,1}|}{|U^i_j|} \right), \quad i=1, 2, \ldots, k, \quad j=1, \ldots, m_c$.  

Let $\text{RGain}(\{c_i\}) \sum_{j=1}^{m_c} \frac{|U^i_{j,1}|}{|U^i_j|} \times \text{RInfo}(U^i_j)$, $i=1, 2, \ldots, k$. Then

$$\text{RGain}(S_n) = \sum_{n=1}^{m_c} \frac{|U^n_i|}{|U^i|} \times \log_2 \left( \frac{|U^n_i|}{|U^i|} \right), \quad i=1, 2, \ldots, k.$$  

**Definition 6** The rough information gain is defined as

$$\text{RGain}(S_n, \{c_i\}) = \text{RInfo}(S_n) - \text{RInfo}(\{c_i\}), \quad i=1, 2, \ldots, k.$$  

**Definition 7** The rough gain ratio is defined as

$$\text{RGainRatio}(S_n, \{c_i\}) = \frac{\text{RGain}(S_n, \{c_i\})}{\text{RIntrinsicInfo}(S_n, \{c_i\})},$$

where $\text{RIntrinsicInfo}(S_n, \{c_i\})$

**Example 1.** The RInfo, RGain, RIntrinsicInfo, RGainRatio of the attributes “Outlook, Temperature, Humidity, Windy” in Table 1 are listed in Table 2.
3.2. Algorithm for Inducing Decision Trees based on entropy and rough sets under tolerance relation

The idea of construction of decision tree based on the extended model of rough sets is to use its tolerance relation and consider unknown values as any values in the corresponding attribute. Then, using the rough gain ratio as a goodness measure, carry on construction of decision tree, the process is similar to that of C4.5. The concrete algorithm denoted as RC4.5 is shown as follows.

**Algorithm 3.1 The RC4.5-algorithm**

```
RC4.5(Instances; Decision attribute; Attributes)
Instances are the training objects. Decision attribute is the attribute whose value is to be predicted by the tree. Attributes is a list of other attributes that may be tested by the learned decision tree.

Returns a decision tree that correctly classifies the given instances.

Create a Root node for the tree.

if the Decision attribute’s values of all the instances are the same, Return the single-node tree Root, with label = the unique Decision attribute’s value.

end

if Attributes is empty, Return the single-node tree Root, with label = most common value of Decision attribute in Instances

end

Otherwise begin

A ← the attribute from Attributes with the greatest rough gain ratio
The decision attribute for Root ← A

for each possible value, v_i, of A,
Add a new tree branch below Root, corresponding to the test A = v_i

Let Instances(v_i) be the subset of Instances that have value v_i for A

if Instances(v_i) is empty
then below this new branch add a leaf node with label = most common value of Decision attribute in Instances
else below this new branch add the subtree RC4.5(Instances(v_i); Decision attribute; Attributes-\{A\})

end

end

RETURN Root
```

**Example 2.** We employ the above approach for construction of decision tree of Table 1. Fig. 1 is the decision tree of Table 1. The numbers of leaves and size of the decision tree without unknown value in it are 8 and 15, respectively. While the numbers of leaves and size are 14 and 19, respectively in the decision tree constructed by C4.5 using J48 in WEKA [17]. Obviously, the decision trees generated by the proposed method tend to have simpler structure and more understandable rules than C4.5.

![Decision tree](image)

**Fig.1: Construction of the decision tree based on rough gain ratio.**

We employ a post-pruning process, namely, if all descendants of a node in the decision tree have the same class label, then delete this node and its descendants and create a leaf node with the same class label.

**Example 3.** Fig. 2 is the decision tree of Fig. 1 after pruning. The numbers of its leaves and size are 7 and 11, respectively.

4. Conclusions

This paper first presents the concept of rough gain ratio. Then an approach for inducing decision tree is proposed in discrete variable domains under the rough gain ratio. Examples show that the decision trees constructed by
Fig. 2: The decision tree after pruning.

this method have a simpler structure and more understandable rules than C4.5. Our future work is to obtain its performance in continuous variable domains and in different databases including different ratios of unknown values in the databases. How to employ the proposed approach to induce the decision tree in a very large database is also an interesting research direction.
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